
Searching & Sorting in Java – Sequential Search

A sequential search is a systematic technique where you begin your search at the beginning (of the array), 
and stop your search once you reach the desired value.

For example, the following code performs a sequential search on an array of int values, looking for the 
value matching item.  If the search is successful, it returns the location of item in the array list.  If the 
search fails, the method returns -1.

public static int seqSearch ( int[] list, int item)
{

int location = -1;
for (int i = 0; i < list.length; i++)
{

if (list[i] == item)
location = i;

}
return location;

}

Note that the variable location is initialized to reflect an unsuccessful search.  If item is not found, the 
method will return this default value to indicate a failed search.

Although this method works, it is not as efficient as we could make it.  Even if it finds the search value, it 
continues through the entire array.  It would be more efficient to stop the search once we had found the 
search value.  We can accomplish this improvement through the use of a boolean variable found.

public static int seqSearch ( int[] list, int item)
{

int location = -1;
boolean found = false;
for (int i = 0; i < list.length && !found; i++)
{

if (list[i] == item)
{

location = i;
found = true;

}
}
return location;

}
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Exercises

1. Suppose that the first example of seqSearch was used to search an array.  What would the method 
return if item appeared in the list more than once?

2. What changes should be made to the sequential search in the second example so that it searches an 
array of values starting at the end and moving to the beginning?

3. A modification of the basic sequential search operates in the following way:  If the item being sought is 
found, it is interchanged with the item that preceded it.  If, for example, we were searching for 7 in the list

3 9 5 7 2 8 4

then, after finding 7, the list would be rearranged in the order

3 9 7 5 2 8 4

(a) Write a method that implements this technique to search an array of int values.

(b) Test your method in a program that first asks for the length of the list to be searched and then reads 
that many integers into an array.  The program should then repeatedly prompt the user for values 
until the user supplies a sentinel of zero.  The program should print the initial list and then, for each 
non-zero value read, it should use your modified sequential search to try to locate the item and print 
the resulting array.

(c) Why might this modification sometimes improve the efficiency of a sequential search?
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Exercises

1. Suppose that the first example of seqSearch was used to search an array.  What would the method 
return if item appeared in the list more than once?

It would return the last occurrence of the item.

2. What changes should be made to the sequential search in the second example so that it searches an 
array of values starting at the end and moving to the beginning?

for (int i = list.length - 1; i >= 0; i--)

3. A modification of the basic sequential search operates in the following way:  If the item being sought is 
found, it is interchanged with the item that preceded it.  If, for example, we were searching for 7 in the list

3 9 5 7 2 8 4

then, after finding 7, the list would be rearranged in the order

3 9 7 5 2 8 4

(a) Write a method that implements this technique to search an array of int values.

public static int seqSwapSearch ( int[] list, int item)
{

int location = -1;
int temp;
for (int i = 0; i < list.length; i++)
{

if (list[i] == item)
{

location = i;
if (i > 0)  // can only swap if we are not at first element
{

temp = list[i-1]; // store the previous element
list[i-1] = list[i]; // overwrite the previous element
list[i] = temp; // overwrite the current element

}
}

}
return location;

}

(b) Test your method in a program that first asks for the length of the list to be searched and then reads 
that many integers into an array.  The program should then repeatedly prompt the user for values 
until the user supplies a sentinel of zero.  The program should print the initial list and then, for each 
non-zero value read, it should use your modified sequential search to try to locate the item and print 
the resulting array.

See following pages.
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(c) Why might this modification sometimes improve the efficiency of a sequential search?

Values that are frequently searched for will move toward the beginning of the array.  This will 
make it faster to find them in the future.  If searches are random, it shouldn't make a 
difference.

Solution – Exercise 3(b) – Only main method and seqSwapSearch method

class JavaSeqSearchEx3b
{
  public static void main (String[] args)
  {
    int searchVal, searchResult;
    
    // get the length of the list from the user
    int length;
    System.out.print("How long is the list? ");
    length = In.getInt();
    
    // create the list using the specified length
    int[] list = new int[length];
    
    // populate the list with data
    System.out.println("Enter data for a list with " + length + " elements");
    for (int i = 0; i < list.length; i++)
    {
      System.out.print("Index: " + i + "  Positive Integer Value? ");
      list[i] = In.getInt();
    }
    
    do
    {
      // Show the array
      System.out.println("Array: ");
      for (int i = 0; i < list.length; i++)
      {
        System.out.print(list[i] + "  ");
      }
      System.out.println();
      
      // Prompt user for search values and return their location
      System.out.print("Positive Integer to Search For? (0 to quit) ");
      searchVal = In.getInt();
      
      // only search for positive integers
      if (searchVal > 0)
      {
        searchResult = seqSwapSearch(list, searchVal);
        // valid search results are integers from 0 to length-1
        if (searchResult >= 0)
        {
          System.out.println("Value " + searchVal + " found at index " + searchResult);
          // Show the array again, which may be modified
          System.out.println("Array: ");
          for (int i = 0; i < list.length; i++)
          {
            System.out.print(list[i] + "  ");
          }
          System.out.println();
        }
        else // a -1 must have been returned, indicating not found
        {
          System.out.println("Value " + searchVal + " not found!");
        }
      }
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      else if (searchVal < 0)  // negative integers are errors
      {
        System.out.println("Error: not a positive integer!");
      }     
    } while (searchVal != 0);
    
  }
  public static int seqSwapSearch ( int[] list, int item)
  {
    int location = -1;
    int temp;
    for (int i = 0; i < list.length; i++)
    {
      if (list[i] == item)
      {
        location = i;
        if (i > 0)  // can only swap if we are not at first element
        {
          temp = list[i-1];  // store the previous element
          list[i-1] = list[i]; // overwrite the previous element
          list[i] = temp;  // overwrite the current element
        }
      }
    }
    return location;
  }
}
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